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The Changeling – “physician’s closet” 

While it’s possible that the physician’s “closet” that Beatrice mentions in 4.1 refers to 
a locked recess or built in wardrobe space separate from the main room, early modern 
staging restrictions (and the fact that Alsemero has only just begun to live in 
Vermandero’s castle) increase the likelihood that the “closet” refers to a small cabinet, 
like those of an apothecary or cabinet of curiosities: 

b. A place (whether in the form of a cupboard or of a 
room) where valuables are securely kept; (in later use 
more usually) a repository of curiosities (in later use esp. 
as closet of curiosities), often intended for display. Cf. 
cabinet n. 4, 5a. Now rare and hist.  (OED) 

A large, moveable wardrobe or a small cabinet 
on top of a table would suitably lock and conceal 
various potions. The manuscript that Beatrice 
finds could fit within a wardrobe or cupboard 
drawer -- if Alsemero uses a small tabletop 
cabinet, Beatrice would have to find the pages 
alongside. 

 

(Above: large generic cabinet of curiosities example and a 17th century Italian portable cabinet) 

http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/25753#eid11062680
http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/25753#eid11062722
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ADDITIONAL IMAGES 

 

 

German cabinet from the 17th century 
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German medicine cabinet from the early 17th century 
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Travelling medicine chest from the latter half of the 18th century 
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Medicinal cabinet designed to look like a book, auctioned in 2008. Circa 1682. 
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